This is a Supplemental Disclosure Statement to the following published article:


The information below was undisclosed in the above published article:

A rough sample size of about 30 respondents in each condition was decided in advance. No formal power calculation was conducted.

There was no analysis plan prior to the data collection. It was decided after the data collection as to how the amount of detail was to be operationalized and statistically analyzed. The first statistical tests conducted were two-tailed ANCOVAs with a $p > .10$. After reviewing the predictions and the choice of statistical test, it was decided that contrast analyses would be more suitable tests of the predictions.

Some measures were omitted from the report of Study II. All measures are thoroughly reported in the data paper (Study IV).

The predictions concerning rehearsal and unpleasantness were made after the data collection.

All data exclusions and manipulations are reported in the paper.